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☆We have obtained a patent for our new series of coolbit(TM) cooling Cap.
By using the accelerated Japan Patent examination system, we were able to receive patent registration

approval in an astonishing only six months from the application date.
------->As a result, it is now possible to realize the globalization strategy that I will explain below.

1. Outline of the new patent;
Nowadays, you can get cold water from vending machines on any street corner. Just one mouthful (50ml) 

is poured into the water inlet at the top of the cap or hat, and the cooling sensation due to the heat of 
vaporization lasts for 2-3 hours, making it refreshing and ideal for preventing heatstroke in the summer! 
Given the recent trend of heat waves and extreme heat waves around the world, this is an exclusive patent 
that is attracting a lot of attention.
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No;JP2023-212228

Application date: December 15, 2023

Inventor applicant:
Toyohiro KOBAYASHI
Company;Nichiyou Hatsumei Gallery Co Ltd

The Registration of Japanese patents

Patent claims;

A cooling structure for a hat or hood having a hat 
body portion which covers the top of a person's head 
and a flap portion which covers from the back of the 
head to the upper back of the neck, characterized in 
that a water inlet is provided in the hat body portion, 
and the hat body portion and the flap portion are 
provided with a planar water absorbent material 
which absorbs and retains water poured in from the 
water inlet, and a breathable waterproof cloth which 
is layered over the water absorbent material、、、

Registration assessment certificate from
the Japan Patent Office

Dated June 11, 2024



2. Plot type according to the scope of the patent

Water injection pocket on the top of the cap

Wate
r



Example of description of "Cool Cap, coolbit " according to this patent (Japanese and English)



3, Brochure for coolbit series currently being 

marketed in Japan (Summer 2024)



4. Schedule for globalization plan based on new patent

1) December 15, 2023: Filing a patent application and requesting examination

in Japan
2) February 5, 2024: Received notification of the first examination results

from the Japan Patent Office

3) June 11, 2024: Received a Japanese patent registration
assessment
April to June 2024: Prototype creation and commercialization to be 

consideredPriority period: 12 months from application

4) Around late August 2024, Nichiyou Hatsumei Gallery Co., Ltd. (English name: KOBAYA Co., Ltd.)
plans to file an international PCT application. (Within one year of priority application rights from the

application date) PCT international application is over PCT/JP2024/24792

5) Prototype production and sample distribution to begin from July to October 2024 Orders

to begin from November 2024, full-scale sales to begin from spring/summer 2025

6) Deadline for requesting international patent registration (The deadline for applications is within 30
months from the date of application in 157 countries of the World Patent Cooperation Treaty, so the

deadline is the end of April 2026, and in some countries it is 20 months until June 2025)

Priority period: 30 months from application



The validity period of this patent is 20 years, until December 2043, and it is expected to become the 
core of the business as a global strategic product that responds to the rise in temperature due to global 
climate change.

6-1) Application for patent registration transfer to the United States: Planned to be applied for by
Nichiyou Hatsumei Gallery Co Ltd. (KOBAYA Co Ltd) and collaborating companies

6-2) Application for patent registration transfer to the EU: Planned to be applied for with joint
application candidate companies within the EU

6-3) Currently seeking candidate companies for joint application to China, India, and other Asian and
South American countries

7) Conditions for participating in joint application

7-1) Participating companies in joint application must be companies operating in the country.

7-2) Participating companies in joint application must bear the full cost of patent examination
request procedures, associated costs, and maintenance costs in the country.

7-3) Participating companies in joint application can apply for patent rights in the country in the
name of Nichiyou Hatsumei Gallery Co., Ltd. (KOBAYA Co Ltd) in the country, and share
the rights equally.



5. Market Reserch
5-1,    We asked AI Chat Gpt

Please tell us the top 10 countries where caps (baseball caps) sell, in order of popularity!



5-2   I asked AI Chat Gpt
Please tell me the addresses of about 10 hat manufacturers in the United States!



5-3   I asked AI Chat Gpt
Please tell me the addresses of about 10 hat manufacturers in China!

Chat GPT said



6. Draft of international transfer contract terms for coolbit‘s new international patent
Chat Gpt seems to know everything, but I didn’t think he would tell me this even if I asked him, 
so I thought about it myself!！

☆ coolbit Proposal for international patent transfer contract terms

Outline of the contract proposal (transferor is A (our company), transferee is B) This is an agreement 
regarding the international patent registration rights of the Japanese patent, patent application 2023-
212228 (planned international PCT application with priority).

1. A (our company, Nichiyou Hatsumei Gallery Co., Ltd. (English name: KOBAYA Co., Ltd.) will file an
international PCT application with an international organization via the Japan Patent Office during the
priority period from the filing date.

2. B will apply for international patent registration in the country covered by this agreement by the
deadline of May 13, 2026 (during the priority period of 30 months from December 15, 2023, the filing
date of this patent in Japan).

A and B will apply for patent registration in the country covered by this agreement by a power of
attorney from A to B, with A and B as the joint applicants and B as the lead applicant, and B will be
responsible for the application procedures, refusal response, and costs in the country covered by this

agreement.



3. A and B will manufacture and sell products within the scope of the patent rights in the country 
covered by this agreement. To jointly oppose the manufacture and sale by third parties of 
products covered by this patent in the country in question, which has exclusive rights.

4. B cannot apply the terms of this agreement to any country other than the patent covered by 
this agreement and the country in question.

5. If A and B allow a third party to use the patent covered by this agreement in the country in 
question and receive royalties, the income will be split equally between A and B.

6. Details of this agreement other than those mentioned above can be decided at a later date by 
the mutual agreement of A and B, but they will be added to this agreement and will require a 
separate signature and seal from both parties.

Date, Month, Year

A;

B;



Global warming may be unstoppable!
SDGs Goal 13: Take concrete measures against climate change! To the people of the world,

Cooling Cap・coolbit  
Ｗeather＆HealthCare
Free APP

Ｗeather＆HealthCare Mobile &
Smart Watch Idea Patent

Look our thisUS Patent Just Registered
US 12,014,409 B2

We want to protect people from heat wave and hotter weather!

Look to the future

https://www.kobaya-co.jp/coolbit.html
https://wahma.jp/
https://kobaya-co.jp/wahma/Looking_for_Smart_watch_partoner.pdf
https://www.kobaya-co.jp/
https://www.kobaya-co.jp/wahma/US_Patent_Document_of_WaHMA.pdf
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